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"The world –  a composer creates in it!" – That outlines the scope of activity of

the artist K. Weber [1] – a prominent German composer romanticist. All-round gifted

person – a conductor, pianist, writer, public figure in music, K. Weber was an active

campaigner for the German national art. His best traditions found etched in the

famous operatic masterpiece – "The Freeshooter". He is one of the few products, the

importance and artistic value were recognized and observed both at the time of their

birth, and in the future. Widely demanded in concert, stage and vocal teaching

practice, this opera, however, has not yet become the subject of a comprehensive

musicological research that determines the relevance of topics of the article

presented. Its subject is focused on the identification of poetic and spiritual intonation

and semantic features of "The Freeshooter" by Weber in the context of evolutionary

paths of the composer and German opera tradition of the first half of the XIX century.

The history of musical theater of Germany of XVII-XIX centuries is an

outstanding page of West European musical culture, presented by a number of

interesting names whose work has directly prepared a brilliant flowering of German

opera in the middle of XIX century. The history of German opera at all stages of its

formation and development highlights the complexity of interaction in her national

and non-indigenous elements. G. Kretschmar once noted that "some German writers

innocently followed  miracle-plays, school comedies, tournaments and court

masquerades and the other more educated, used to fasten the case, according to the

Roman custom and religion to the opera Pastorale and placed Christ on Olympus.



When it was found that the failure of homegrown poetry, thought to help overseas

trouble translations of original works. It is usually hesitant in choosing between the

Italian and French musical drama ballet. That movement ended by the domination of

Italian opera" [9, p. 177].

Such a state of German opera, as we know, was influenced by a number of

reasons of historical and socio-economic order, under which Germany did not work

out the conditions for the formation of a full-fledged opera genre, which was found in

Italy and France in XVII century. However, according to the findings of I. Ioffe and

G. Krechmar, German culture of XVI-XVII centuries possessed a well-developed

musical-theater tradition such as a miracle-play, which was later a powerful spiritual

and semantic basis for the development of German opera itself. This provision was

actively developed by I. Ioffe. Talking about the specific socio-cultural and historical

transformation in the German culture of this period, the researcher stated: "If a

revolution in the feudal society produced by the advent of capitalism was manifested

in the artistic culture as a rapid transition from religious to secular art of spiritualist,

sensitive to the humanistic, the temple and the palace of miracle-play to the opera, the

German religious and spiritualistic art, Gothic church and the miracle-play for a long

time were not only resistant forms, which were stacked in a controversial public

opinion, but also with respect to the progressive ideology of the feudal ideology."

Developing further his idea, the author noted that "Gothic church and the miracle-

play of classical architecture and opera were nodal forms of the two stages of German

art, were essentially inwardly related genres of the two phases of development of

feudal society: they wre both – the service of the supreme power, the miracle-play –

heavenlike and opera – terrestrial" [5, p. 665, 666]. Such spiritual direction of

German culture in its diverse artistic manifestations, supported by the ideology of

Protestantism and especially brightly presented, according to I. Ioffe, in music, would

save in some measure the importance and time to come, including in samples of

German opera of the first half and middle of  XIX century.

It is marked that the given position of the researcher has common points with

the concept of G. Krechmar which raises the genetic origins of opera in general to the



"liturgical drama of the Middle Ages" [9, p. 29]. At the same time, tracing the early

stages of development of German opera in major cities in Germany, the researchers

noted a significant role of national spiritual traditions in it. The above correlated with

the ways of development of musical theater in Hamburg, where in the second half of

XVII century opened a special opera house, whose presentation (mainly German

spiritual Singspiel) to a certain extent opposed exported Italian opera [see. in more

detail: 9, p. 186]. Similar processes were observed in the development of opera in

Nuremberg and other German cities.

In the formation of German opera a prominent place was taked by the

Singspiel, that in XVIII century was considered as a kind of national mark of musical

theater tradition in Germany and alternatives with respect to the samples of Italian

and French opera, actively implanting in Germany in that period. History of the

Singspiel that was popular until the middle of  XIX century, including in the work of

E.T.A. Hoffmann and A. Lortzing and K.M. Weber, in fact, goes back not only to the

music but above all to the dramatic theater. Originally, the term "Singspiel" refers

only to play with the singing, and only with time it belonged to a particular genre of

musical theater –  German and Austrian music and comedy.

Genre similarity of these national typologies (alternation of complete musical

numbers and spoken dialogue) at the same time did not exclude their differentiation

due, according to E.V. Gabrielova "difference of theatrical aesthetics and the situation

in the scenic practice" [2]. Viennese Singspiel, "developing in a large Viennese

theater and positioning forces of professional performers ... never possessed

"amateur-democratic" character" [10, p. 417] and most often had been focused on

professional performers, musicians, while German Singspiel was more connected

with the art of dramatic actors.

In the middle and second half of XVIII century. there was a final formation of

figurative meaning, drama and genre and stylistic qualities of German singspiel. Its

authors, according to T. Livanov "... attracted guileless domestic comedy, fairy-tale

extravaganza, moralizing inspired by Rousseau ... But for all that fighting spirit of

singspiel was more moderate than the "opposition" of French comic opera. The



Singspiel often emphasized patriarchal burghers, didactic, idyllic, but usually not

political or social issues "[10, p. 414]. Connection of Singspiel with the ideology of

German burghers and literary genre, popular in its environment (including a middle-

class drama), was once noted by B. Becker [see. more: 8, p. 65] E. Chigareva [16, p.

100]. At the same time, according to L. Kirillina this genre of German musical theater

maintains continuity with the selection above mysteriological German tradition.

"Regardless of the specific scene, a favorite type of that performance [singspiel]

included a number of prerequisites. As a rule, it was kind of a wonderful story with a

moral conclusion. "Wonderful" meant – theatric and spectacular and at the same time

cut off from the everyday routine; the word "history" assumed an entertaining and,

moreover, coherent plot; "Moral conclusion" often reduced to the most trivial truth,

the audience returned to the real world with its usual inhabitant ideological

orientations. Therefore, based on the interaction of art with the audience at the plain

ground of singspiel there was laid the same principle of mysteriological

communication: entry into a different world, purification and return to life on the

Earth" [8, p. 65-66].

What has been said in many ways defines the uniqueness and universality of

singspiel for German musical culture in the late XVIII – early XIX centuries. In

which this genre was able to reflect "... almost any content from a purely comic to the

mystical-philosophical (" The Magic Flute" by W.A. Mozart), and from the lyrical to

the tragic-domestic heroic ("Fidelio" by L. Beethoven)" [7, p. 148]. Such content-

semantic aspect of singspiel oriented at German burgher culture, its genre, and

semantic-specific content on a special kind of importance in its lyrical and domestic,

idyllic subjects and capturing the "big" spiritually essential for the nation means

"small" (as compared with a "yardstick" of opera-seria and "lyrical tragedy") genre –

combination of all these made this genre  important not only in the Enlightenment,

but in the era of the Restoration, in which figurative and semantic parameters

singspiel became surprisingly assonant not only with the romanticism but with the

style of the German Biedermeier as a demonstration of stylistic qualities of German

culture of the first half of XIX century. [See. more about this: 5]. Many examples of



German classical opera of the first half of the XIX century are likely to be (including

"Der Freischütz/Freeshooter" by K.M. Weber) appealing to the Singspiel.

The correlation of typology of singspiel with the Biedermeier evident at the

level of musical expression. According to T. Livanov "language of singspiel remained

simple, sometimes even rude. And the lyrics and music were easily comprehended by

everybody. Weisse [one of the classicist of that genre in Germany] remarked in the

foreword to the publication of his works that the songs of the Singspiel [Lied] quickly

spread in the community and then passed to the people; they could be heard

everywhere – on the streets, in restaurants, in the performance by the citizens ... " [10,

p. 414]. This observation indicates not only the interest in Singspiel, but the

introduction of its thematism in the environment  and manner and way of  life of the

German city, as well as in the practice of popular domestic music-making. This kind

of focus on the extreme simplicity of musical expression, which has certain parallels

with a high ease of ecclesiastical music in various forms "of serious singing a simple"

intentional self-restraint on the means of expression, avoiding individualism

statements would be very demonstrative for musical Biedermeier [see. more about

this in the materials of the dissertation of  Yu.V. Oleinikova: 11].

Weber's personality and his musical-theatrical inheritance is fully correlated

with the designated genre and style features of German culture of the first half of

XIX century. On the one hand, the diversity of the activities of the composer, his

innovations in the field of musical theater, focused on the creation of a German

national opera, the interest in folklore, fiction field indicate romantic qualities of his

creative life. On the other hand, correlation of Weber's creative work  is evident with

German Biedermeier, which manifests itself in the soil due to the national folk

tradition and burgher culture, and singing and choral and instrumental chamber

works, often oriented to domestic music-making tradition. As noted by A.

Khokhlovkina, "probably during the endless wandering of childhood and youth

Weber had contact not only with the diverse urban environment, but also with the life

of the German peasantry. Hence, with the song, and even before 1803 when his

teacher Vogler began to introduce it to his talented student." Reflecting further on the



first vocal opuses  of the future author of "The Freeshooter", the researcher points out

that "the song of the young Weber did not differ greatly from popular common daily

life songs. Just like those songs that were sung by heroes of the novels of Jean-Paul.

Weber himself remarkably performed the songs to the accompaniment of a guitar.

They were not meant for the concert stage, and primarily for domestic music-making

"[15, p. 300]. Marked by a tradition, of course, connected to the culture of the

German Biedermeier, revealing and instrumental heritage of Weber's in the chamber

ensemble version, often designed for amateur musicians as well as for the piano.

Such a close relationship with the folklore and traditions of daily-lify music-making

has left a definite impact on the style of the composer as a whole, which is reflected

in consumer poetizatsii music in his piano works, and in his chamber and choral

heritage, and, finally, in his operas.

In the opera heritage the composer preferred singspiel genre that fixed "big"

themes by "small" chamber means of expression, which is one of the basic methods

of Biedermeier art. The terms of the characters and the ideas of his opera

compositions were aimed not so much at the individual fixation, but at  imprinting on

spiritual and didactic quality of harmonized idyllic relations within society, very

significant, again for the concept of the work style of Biedermeier.

«The Freeshooter» of К.М. Weber, appeared at the opera stage in 1821 fully

complied with the specified genre and stylistic norms of the creative work of the

composer. Summarizing the contrast-comparison of literary source and opera plot-

semantic version of "The Freeshooter", it should be noted that, on the one hand, the

"processing" of the short story of  I.A. Apel has led to the definition of

"simplification" of its plot, which allows to use the plot as part of poetics singspiel.

Thus, the stage version of Weber's opera was stylistically correlated with both the

traditions of Romanticism (the fantastic scenes, psychology characteristics of the

main characters) and Biedermeier (happy ending of the opera, the product transforms

to the rank of "spiritual and instructive story" salvation of the human soul with

deployed parallel scenes, depicting of patriarchal environment of the main

characters). On the other hand, the apparent simplicity and even the definition of



"naivety" in operatic version of the story of «The Freeshooter» of К.М. Weber, added

to its  deep spiritual genesis, raising simple plot to the most ancient archetypes and

mythologems of European culture, which is correlated with the indicative

Biedermeier creative method.

The latter is seen in the fact that while the essential role of the national color

and marked by A. Khokhlovkina "people of faith", the story "fundamental principle",

spiritual implication of the opera actually serves one of the most representative theme

of the Christian culture – the struggle between the forces of light and darkness, God

and Satan over the human soul. The first represents not only the Eremite appeared in

the final part of the opera but Agatha saved by him who embodies the pure and virgin

soul. The forces of darkness are presented in the form of the Black Hunter – Samiel,

accompanying by hellish forces, including Caspar, who sold his soul to the devil.

Curious in this regard appears the figure of Samiel, the essence of which

actually dates back to the Old Testament Samael (or Sammael) who in the "Jewish

demonology personified evil spirit, demon, often identified with Satan" [see. more

details about this 12, p. 397-398]. Note that this archetype that symbolizes the world's

evil, in the libretto "The freeshooter" also interacts with other older myths of pagan

origin – the Black Hunter, whose character was inseparable from mythologem "The

Wild Hunt" [4], is very popular in Germany mythology. According to legend, the

image of  "The Wild Hunt" arises when "... the ghosts and evil spirits rush upon the

Earth, accompanied by hell hounds, led by a wild (cursed) hunter" [14, p. 300]. All

specified demonic characters of the Opera by K.M. Weber actually gathered together

in the famous scene in the Valley of the Wolves.  Connection of the latter with the

mythological symbolism "Wild Hunt" was depicted in his study of E. Roshchenko. In

her opinion, "the scene in the Wolf Clove as the dramatic center of the opera were

connected with the culmination of myths of the Wild Hunter (der Wilder Jager) in the

role of the Black Hunter (der schwarze Jager): its impact was intensified by

mythologeme of the wild hunt (metamorphosis of the mythologem of dead host). This

is one of the first musical incarnations of the mythologem of the wild hunt (dead

host) in the new mythology of Romanticism, which became a model for subsequent



interpretations of music". Analyzing further figurative meaning and intonation

essence of the scene, the author points out that "the deployment of musical myths

raised from verbal descriptions of complex sound accompanying the wild hunt ... in

mythopoetic sources. The mention of the Wild Hunt anticipates casting of the sixth

bullet. However, the whole scene of casting bullets was associated with the

deployment of the mythologem of the wild hunt, synthetically covering her verbal,

visual-effective and musical incarnation" [13, p. 162].

It should be noted that in the above-cited study of E. Roshchenko also are

considered the other mythologem of "The Freeshooter" by K.M. Weber, directly

anticipating poetics of Wagner's "The Flying Dutchman". Among them, the

researcher highlights the essential role of both semantic images such as Liebesblick

and Liebestod; in the scene of bullet casting the author finds features of the initial

ritual (a kind of rite of passage of Max to the dead army); character of Agatha

accompanied not only by mythologem of perfect embodiment of female heroines,

embodying of "pigeon purity" but also the angel of the Earth who redeemed the sin

committed by its representatives. No less important in the final act of the opera were

t h e mythologem of earthly tribunal which is performed by Prince Ottokar, and

Heaven, God's judgment commited by Hermit and ultimately determined the fate of

the main characters.

Dramatic concept of "The Freeshooter" of K.M. Weber is focused, according to

the composer's opinion, to show the conflict between the forces of light and darkness,

fighting for the soul of the hero, which largely determines the parable-didactic nature

of the work. Positive sphere of depicted of the life of peasants, hunters, nature, the

main characters (represented by Agatha and her friend Enhen) outlined by diatonic

music, simple ladoharmonic relations, clarity of metrorythmic structures based on

song and dance domestic genres (including quotations), and as well as on intonational

and conceptual  basis of German horn music.

Appealing of the composer to horn (actually opera leith tone colour) is a kind

of symbol of the German (and Austrian) national cultural and historical tradition.

Separating the interest in this instrument many composers-romanticists, A.



Khokhlovkina notes the following: "It is no accident that the poet Wilhelm Muller

called his collection of  the most romantic poems "Of the remaining papers of errant

hornist." Schubert wrote on the basis of them poetic cycle of the forest nature "The

Beautiful Miller" and the beginner, Heinrich Heine, sending to Müller first published

"Book of Songs", dedicated it to "French horn player/hornist", as if legalizing poetic

image". Analyzing further indicated tradition, the researcher also noted belonging  of

K.M. Weber, who in the course of the opera creation, wrote: "Sound color,

instrumentation for the forest and hunting life was easy to find – they were presented

by the hornists" [15, p. 308].

However, horn (at the level of  leith tone colour and  leith intonation)

genetically traced back not only to the secular musical traditions (music of hunting

and the associated with it rituals) but also to the spiritual and liturgical practice of so-

called "hornistic" "Hubert's Mass" that emerged in the early II millennium A.D. and

preserved until our time. In the church of St. Hubert Mass was usually served at

Birthday of Catholic bishop from Liege using hunting horns (later horns). In the

holiness and righteousness of the French called him an "apostle of the Ardennes".

And from XVI century  this holy man became the official patron  of hunters. Prior to

XVI century Mass of St. Hubert serves as traditional way –with the participation of

the choir, organ. In XVI-XVII century as a support of the choir there was introduced

a hunting horn, and in the XIX century They have been used instead of the choir. This

practice, according to research by V. Grachev was popular not only in France but also

in Germany. Stops of  "Hubert fanfare", as well as its inherent tone Es-dur [see. more:

3, p. 210, 212], it is the foundation of musical tonal characteristics of positive peace

of Weber's Opera. Demonic origin (images of Caspar, Samiel, partly Max) embodied

in sharply strained melodic and harmonic sphere, for which significant abundance of

chromaticism, unstable harmonic complexes (diminished seventh chord as leith

harmony), syncopated and dotted rhythms, melodies of instrumental type. Typical in

this respect is the scope of timbre, appealing to the instruments focused on extreme

registers and generally painting the forces of evil –  flauto piccolo, bassoon, double

bass, cello (in lower case), timbal.



Musical style of «The Freeshooter», in accordance with the above poetics is

actually correlated with both German romantic tradition, as well as with the typology

of Biedermeier. Thus, romantic quality of musical expression is more concentrated on

the fantastic scenes by the presence of a pronounced dramatic conflict through

dynamic scenes, deep psychology in the depiction of the image of Max, torn by

contradictions, while the Biedermeier features in this opera is evident in patriarchal

chanting, idealization of the relationship between the prince Ottokar and his

subordinates, in the spiritual and edifying idea of work as a whole, in support of the

composer on the broad strata of the German cultural and musical tradition,

organically combines folklore, native music-making practice and liturgical tradition.

So, the opera has become the main business of life Weber's, which owns the

following words: "... I'm talking about the opera, which craves a German, and it is -

self-contained work of art in which the shares and related parts and generally used all

the arts, soldering to the end in one piece, disappear as such and to a certain extent,

even destroyed but building a new world! ". "The Freeshooter" of Weber K.M. fully

embodies the discovery of a new world, because, according to E.T.A. Hoffmann, "this

new great works of composers erected a monument that would create an era in the

history of German opera ..." [ 1].
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